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“T !”  . he puddle’s frozen Albert said

    !” “We can go mice skating

   , ,   .Albert and his sister  Wanda hurried to get ready
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“      ?”  Can you help me zip up Albert asked Wanda.

“ ,      ?” Albert what in the world are you wearing

 .Wanda asked

“ !”      Pillows Albert said. “To make it softer  

 —when I !OOF ”



   . “   ?”Wanda helped Albert up Are you okay

“  !” . “ !”I’m fine he said The pillows worked
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,  .Outside they saw their friends Leo and Lucy

  !” Leo waved. “We’re skating shapes

“ ?”  .Shapes Albert asked
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 . “ ? Lucy pointed See The Mousely triplets are  

  making a triangle.”

“  !” .A triangle is perfect for the triplets  Wanda said

“   Each triplet gets to skate one of the triangle’s  

 .”three sides

triangle
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